Introduction
============

Risk taking involves a set of cognitive and affective processes that aim to balance the potential losses and benefits of an action ([@bib2]). Previous behavioral studies have found that men show greater impulsivity, tend to be more sensation seeking, and engage in risk-taking behaviors more frequently than women ([@bib48]; [@bib52]). Such a differential pattern of risk-taking behavior between men and women suggests that there could be sex-related differences in the neural activity associated with risk-taking-related cognition. Nonetheless, studies have rarely addressed this question. In a recent study examining activation of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during performance of the Iowa Gambling task ([@bib6]), differential patterns of neural activation between men and women were observed. The male participants showed better task performance and greater right lateralized prefrontal activity than the female participants. Although the findings contribute to the understanding of the effects of sex on risk-taking behavior, it has been argued that the dissimilar performances of the male and female groups confound the findings on neural activation of the proposed sex-related effect ([@bib32]). Indeed, when [@bib32] studied sex-related differences in neural activity associated with response inhibition, they first matched the performance of the male and female groups in the response inhibition task ([@bib32]). Taking note of Li et al.'s experimental design, the present study controlled differences in the behavioral performance of the male and female groups in the belief that this would enable any neural activity observed to be different to results from the sex rather than the task performance effects.

Studies on the risk-taking behavior of healthy adults have reported activation of the OFC ([@bib28]), the inferior prefrontal cortex ([@bib42]), the ventrolateral and ventromedial frontal cortices ([@bib17], [@bib15]; [@bib46]), the insula ([@bib11]), and the anterior cingulate cortex ([@bib15]). In this connection, [@bib43] demonstrated that right insula activation was significantly stronger for participants when selecting risky versus safe responses on the Risky-Gains task. They also revealed that the degree of insula activation was related to the probability of selecting a safe response following a punished response ([@bib43]). Literature has suggested that the insula plays a significant role in estimating risks in uncertain situations, and in guiding behavior based upon the anticipation of aversive emotional consequences ([@bib49]). According to the somatic marker hypothesis, external stimuli could initiate a state that is associated with pleasurable or aversive somatic markers, which then guide the individual\'s behavior toward a nonaversive state ([@bib36]). Uncertainty about the outcome of a risky behavior may bias an individual\'s response toward the choice, whether risky or safe. The operation of these biases and aversive emotions associated with risk-taking decisions and behaviors, usually acting at an implicit level, was found to be mediated by the activity of the insula ([@bib25]).

In this study, we used the Risky-Gains task ([@bib43]) to examine sex effects on the neural activity associated with risk-taking behaviors. We adopted Li et al.'s (2006) approach and matched the male and female groups according to 1) impulsive tendencies as measured by the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS; [@bib40]), and 2) behavioral outcomes in terms of the rates and response times for making a safe or risky response. Following Paulus et al.'s (2003) study, we performed one contrast comparing the brain activity associated with risky responses with that associated with safe responses (risk taking), and another contrast comparing risky responses that were punished with those that were not (punishment). We also explored whether the neural activity associated with receiving punishment feedback would have an immediate effect on subsequent risk-taking behaviors. We performed region of interest (ROI) analysis of the bilateral insula and the bilateral OFC, the 2 areas most involved in the risk-taking decision-making process ([@bib43]; [@bib28]). We hypothesized that the male and female participants would show differential patterns of neural activation associated with risk taking. We further hypothesized that when the female and the male participants showed comparable rates of risky selection, the neural activations in the insula and the OFC would be stronger for the female participants than for the male participants. The rationale for this is that previous studies (e.g., [@bib48]; [@bib52]) have found that women are more conservative than men when it comes to taking risks and tend to elicit stronger neural responses from a risky decision. To further support our hypothesis, we correlated the neural activities of the right insula and the OFC with the rate of risky selection and punishment for both the male and female groups. We hypothesized that stronger correlations would be obtained for the female participants than for the male participants.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Ethics approval was obtained from the institutional review board of the University of Texas. Participants were recruited using convenience sampling by posting open advertisements on campus inviting members of the university to participate. Twelve male volunteers (mean age = 29.9 ± 6.2 years, mean education = 17.2 ± 1.8 years) and 10 female volunteers (mean age = 30.2 ± 5.6 years, mean education = 16.4 ± 0.9 years) participated in this study. All were strongly right handed ([@bib29]), and they were not on any medications at the time of the study. Impulsivity scores did not differ between the 2 groups (BIS total score for males = 61.8 ± 7.0 and for females = 64.6 ± 6.9, *t*~20~ = 0.96, *P* = 0.350; BIS attentional impulsiveness subscore for males = 16.8 ± 1.9 and for females = 16.6 ± 2.7, *t*~20~ = 0.15, *P* = 0.881; BIS motor impulsiveness subscore for males = 20.8 ± 3.2 and for females = 22.9 ± 2.8, *t*~20~ = 1.56, *P* = 0.126; BIS nonplanning impulsiveness subscore for males = 24.2 ± 4.6 and for females = 25.1 ± 2.9, *t*~20~ = 0.56, *P* = 0.584). None of the participants had a history of neurological or psychiatric illnesses. The study was explained to the participants prior to obtaining their informed consent.

Experimental Task
-----------------

We adopted Paulus et al.'s (2003) Risky-Gains task in this study. In brief, participants are required to decide whether to select a safe or a risky response. Their goal is to gain as many points as possible through carrying out the task. For each trial, the participants are offered 20, 40, and 80 points in a fixed sequential order. They then decide whether to claim 20, 40, or 80 points by pressing a button when the points appear. A selection of 20 points is always a safe response as the participants will always get +20 points. However, selections of 40 and 80 points are risky responses because it is possible that the points could represent a gain (+40/+80) or a loss (−40/−80). Specifically, the +40 and +80 are rewarding risky responses, and the −40 or −80 is a punished response.

The experiment consists of 96 trials, with each trial lasting 4 s irrespective of the participant\'s choice. The 96 trials, presented in a random sequence, are made up of 54 nonpunished trials (i.e., + 20, + 40, and + 80), 24 punished trials involving −40 points, and 18 punished trials involving −80 points ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The points accumulated from trial to trial are shown at the bottom of the computer screen. A final score is shown after the last trial when the experiment is completed. One feature of the Risky-Gains task is that there is no advantage in selecting the risky over the safe response on the final score because the probabilities of presenting −40 or −80 are designed in such a way that a participant\'s final score would be the same had he/she consistently select 20, 40, or 80 ([@bib43]). To familiarize them with the task, the participants carried out a practice exercise before the scanning.

![Schematic diagram of the Risky-Gains task.](cercorbhn172f01_lw){#fig1}

Behavioral Measures
-------------------

A participant\'s performance on the risk-taking task is presented as the mean and standard deviation for the selected options. The rate of selecting the safe (+20) and risky choices (+40 and +80) and the rate of being punished (−40 and −80) were calculated for both the male and female participants. The analysis also included differences between the 2 sex groups on the rates of making a safe or a risky response immediately after being punished. We performed all analyses of the distribution of the participants' responses and reaction times between the 2 sex groups using the Mann--Whitney *U* test with the significance level set at *P* \< 0.050.

Data Acquisition
----------------

The present study used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The 96 trials were presented in four 24-trial blocks, each separated by 12 s of fixation. A back-projection was used to display the stimuli during the risk-taking task, and the participants were required to make a response during each trial. The imaging was conducted on a 3 T Siemens MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at the Research Imaging Center, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX. The participants lay supine on the scanning table and were fitted with plastic ear-canal molds. Twenty-four contiguous gradient-echo planar images, sensitive to blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) contrast, were acquired parallel to the anterior commissure--posterior commissure plane with parameters set as follows: time repetition (TR) = 2 s, time echo (TE) = 30 ms, field of view (FOV) = 256 mm × 256 mm, matrix size = 128 × 128, flip angle = 90°, and slice thickness = 6 mm. For each slice, 222 images were acquired, with a total scan time of 7 min 24 s. The anatomical MRI was acquired using a *T*~1~-weighted, three-dimensional (3D) gradient-echo pulse sequence (TR = 20 ms, TE = 5.15 ms, FOV = 256 mm × 256 mm, slice thickness = 6 mm).

Imaging Data Processing and Analysis
------------------------------------

We analyzed the functional images using the Statistical Parametric Map (SPM2) software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, Queen Square, London, UK), running under Matlab 6.5 (MathWorks, Natick, MA). During the normalization process, the individual data were resliced into 4-mm isotropic voxels. The resulting images were then spatially smoothed by convolution with a 3D Gaussian kernel (full width half maximum = 8 mm). There were a total of 5 regressors classified as follows: one for making a safe response (i.e., +20 point trials); 2 for making a risky response (i.e., +40 and +80 point trials); and 2 for receiving punishment feedback (i.e., −40 and −80 point trials). The trial duration for each event in the model was set in accordance with the response time of the participant. That is, the first 3 regressors on the neural activity were captured from the beginning of the trial to the time the participant made a response, whereas the last 2 regressors were captured from the time the participant received the punishment feedback to the end of the trial. The resulting time series data were high-pass filtered with a default threshold of 128 s to remove low frequency drift. We performed subject-level statistical analyses by setting up contrasts between the risky and safe responses and between the punishment feedback and risky responses at a threshold of *P* \< 0.001. Cortical findings were reported. We conducted a one-sample *t*-test to examine the neural activations of the male and female participants on each of the 2 contrasts. We then compared the activations of the male and female participants on these 2 contrasts using a 2-sample *t*-test with a voxel-wise intensity threshold of *P* \< 0.001 corrected at a cluster level of 10 voxels. For the ROI analysis, we first used the Automated Anatomical Labeling template available in the WFU PickAtlas ([@bib33]), a toolbox for SPM, to define the anatomical regions of each participant. The regions for the left and right insula were equivalent to Brodmann\'s area (BA) 13, whereas those for the OFC were equivalent to BA 10, 11, and 47. We then calculated the percent signal change in each of these ROIs using the MarsBaR ROI toolbox for SPM available on the Web at <http://marsbar.sourceforge.net> ([@bib8]). We then used the Mann--Whitney *U* test to compare the differences in the percent signal change between the male and female participants in each of the ROIs. We further conducted exploratory whole-brain analysis between the 2 sex groups. The risky versus safe-response contrast and punishment feedback versus risky-response contrast were conducted. Group threshold with cluster volume was used for correcting the Type I errors resulting from the multiple comparisons conducted in the analysis. Significant activation was defined as having a voxel-wise intensity threshold of *P* \< 0.001 corrected at a cluster level of 10 voxels.

To further understand an individual\'s risk-taking behavior, we also studied the possible effects of punishment feedback on subsequent risky choices. The fMRI data were re-run by adding 3 new regressors to the analyses. The 3 regressors used in the previous analysis remained unchanged; that is, one for the safe response (i.e., +20 point trials) and 2 for receiving the punishment feedback (i.e., −40 and −80 point trials). The 3 new regressors were as follows: 1) a safe response followed by a risky response (safe-then-risky response); 2) a risky response followed by a risky response (risky-then-risky response); and 3) receiving punishment feedback followed by a risky response (punished-then-risky response). All the male participants were entered into this re-run but only 9 of the 10 female participants were because one female participant did not make any risky responses after receiving the punishment feedback. We conducted subject-level statistical analyses by carrying out 5 contrasts, punished-then-risky response versus the safe response, punished-then-risky response versus the safe-then-risky response, punished-then-risky response versus the risky-then-risky response, risky-then-risky response versus the safe response, and risky-then-risky response versus the safe-then-risky response. For each of these contrasts, we performed a whole-brain analysis comparing the neural activations between the sex groups using a 2-sample *t*-test with a voxel-wise intensity threshold of *P* \< 0.001 corrected at a cluster level of 10 voxels. To further explore the relationship between the behavioral responses and the neural activations of the insula and the OFC during a risky response following receipt of punishment feedback, we extracted the percent signal change in the 2 regions and correlated it with the performance on the task. Specifically, we obtained correlations separately for the male and female groups on 1) the rate of risky responses after receiving punishment feedback, and 2) the rate of risky responses after receiving reward feedback. The extraction of the percent signal change and the definition of the ROI (i.e., the insula and the OFC) were the same as mentioned above. All correlations were performed using Spearman rank correlation, *r*~s~, and the significance level was set at *P* \< 0.050. We similarly conducted correlations between the behavioral response and the percent signal change at the insula and the OFC. The extraction procedure and definitions of the ROIs were the same as previously described.

Results
=======

Behavioral Data
---------------

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the rates and response times of making a safe or risky response or of being punished in the male and female groups. The Mann--Whitney *U* test revealed no significant differences between the 2 groups for both the rate (safe: *Z* = 0.033, *P* = 0.974; risky: *Z* = 0.429, *P* = 0.674; punished: *Z* = 0.166, *P* = 0.872) and the response time (safe: *Z* = 1.517, *P* = 0.140; risky: *Z* = 0.132, *P* = 0.923). Additional analysis revealed that the female participants made significantly more safe responses (choosing +20 points) immediately after receiving punishment feedback than did the male participants (*Z* = 1.946, *P* = 0.050).

###### 

Mean (SD), rate (%), and response time (ms) of safe and risky responses by male participants (*n* = 12) and female participants (*n* = 10)

           Rate (%)        Response time (ms)                                    
  -------- --------------- -------------------- -------------- ----------------- ----------------
  Male     29.60 (11.28)   46.53 (9.67)         23.87 (2.86)   474.85 (62.62)    386.18 (40.92)
  Female   30.94 (14.76)   44.58 (10.05)        24.38 (6.54)   524.27 (101.58)   388.25 (57.80)

ROI Analysis
------------

In the risky-response versus safe-response contrast, the female participants showed stronger activation than the male participants in the right insula (BA 13) and the bilateral OFC (BA 47) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, there was no stronger activation in these regions in the male than the female participants. The Mann--Whitney *U* test revealed that the female participants showed a significantly greater percent signal change than the male participants in the right insula for the same contrast (*Z* = 2.176, *P* = 0.030, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In the punishment feedback versus risky-response contrast, the female participants showed stronger activation than the male participants in the right medial OFC (BA 10), whereas the male participants showed stronger activation than the female participants in the right insula (BA 13) ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of the ROI analyses. The activation map shows the activation in the predefined regions, the insula and the OFC, on a standard template, and the bar charts show the plot of percent signal change for the risky versus safe-response contrast in female and male participants. No significantly stronger activation was revealed for the male participants than for the female participants. Right (R) is right. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere; *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates. Error bars show standard error of means.](cercorbhn172f02_4c){#fig2}

![Results of the ROI analyses comparing activations in the insula and the OFC between female and male participants. *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.](cercorbhn172f03_4c){#fig3}

Risky versus Safe Response and Punishment Feedback versus Risky Response
------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Whole-Brain Analysis

Exploratory whole-brain analysis generally revealed stronger activations in the right insula (BA 13), the middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), and the middle temporal gyrus (BA 20) for the female participants than for the male participants during the risky versus safe-response contrast. In the punishment feedback versus risky-response contrast, stronger activations in the precentral gyrus (BA 6), the paracentral lobule (BA 4), and the postcentral gyrus (BA 3) were observed among the female participants relative to the male participants. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} show details of the neural activations. No stronger activations among the male participants, relative to the female participants, were observed.

###### 

Differences in brain activations between female and male participants in risky versus safe response and punishment feedback versus risky-response contrasts in whole-brain analysis

                                                                       BA   Side   Coordinate   Cluster   *T*        
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ---- ------ ------------ --------- ----- ---- ------
  Females \> males                                                                                                   
  Risky versus safe response                  Middle frontal gyrus     46   R      28           46        26    16   4.01
  (Risk taking)                               Insula                   13   R      42           6         2     59   4.50
                                              Middle temporal gyrus    20   L      −58          −20       −20   22   4.33
  Punishment feedback versus risky response   Inferior frontal gyrus   48   L      −30          30        14    41   4.78
  (Punishment)                                Precentral gyrus         6    L      −20          −22       62    25   4.46
                                              Paracentral lobule       4    L      −10          −22       74    18   4.19
                                              Postcentral gyrus        3    L      −28          −28       50    28   4.18

Note: No significantly stronger activation in male participants, relative to female participants, was observed. Extended cluster = 10 voxels. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere; *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.

![Whole-brain analysis comparing sex effects on risky versus safe-response contrast and punishment feedback versus risky-response contrast at a voxel-wise intensity threshold of *P* \< 0.001 corrected at a cluster level of 10 voxels. No significantly stronger activation was revealed for the male participants than for the female participants. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere; *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.](cercorbhn172f04_4c){#fig4}

### Correlational Analysis

The female participants showed a significant and positive correlation between the rate of risky-response making (i.e., +40 and +80 points) and the percent signal changes in the right and left insula (right: *r*~s~ = 0.793, *P* = 0.006, and left: *r*~s~ = 0.900, *P* \< 0.001) ([Figs 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). No significant correlations were found for the male participants.

![Scatter plot between the rate of risky responses and percent signal change in the right insula.](cercorbhn172f05_4c){#fig5}

![Scatter plot between the rate of risky responses and percent signal change in the left insula.](cercorbhn172f06_4c){#fig6}

Effects of Punishment Feedback on Subsequent Responses
------------------------------------------------------

### Whole-Brain Analysis

Stronger brain activation was observed for the female participants than for the male participants in all the 5 contrasts related to the effect of punishment feedback. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} show details of the neural activation.

###### 

Differences in brain activation between female and male participants in whole-brain analyses

                                                              BA      Side   Coordinate   Cluster   *T*          
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------ ------------ --------- ----- ------ ------
  Females \> males                                                                                               
      Punished-then-risky versus safe responses                                                                  
          Insula                                              13      R      46           20        −10   108    4.53
          Superior medial frontal gyrus                       32      R      4            52        18    11     3.78
          Superior frontal gyrus                              9       R      16           30        36    228    5.36
                                                              9       R      18           46        30    43     4.89
                                                              10      R      18           56        18    15     4.31
          Precentral gyrus                                    6       L      −36          −26       66    15     4.22
          Superior temporal gyrus                             38      R      56           14        −4    13     3.95
          Middle temporal gyrus                               20      R      58           −32       −14   55     4.54
          Inferior temporal gyrus                             20      L      −54          −22       −20   102    5.49
          Calcarine region                                    17      L      −4           −90       4     34     4.26
      Punished-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses                                                       
          Inferior orbitofrontal gyrus                        47      R      42           30        −4    106    5.27
          Middle cingulate gyrus                              32      R      10           20        40    18     4.56
          Superior occipital gyrus                            19      R      22           −80       22    10     4.10
          Fusiform gyrus                                      37      R      30           −54       −6    16     3.94
      Punished-then-risky versus risky-then-risky responses                                                      
          Insula                                              13      R      40           22        0     4.02   49
          Inferior temporal gyrus                             20      L      −52          −22       −22   5.31   22
          Fusiform                                            19      R      26           −62       −14   4.19   11
      Risky-then-risky versus safe responses                                                                     
          Middle frontal gyrus                                46      R      30           46        26    4.12   21
          Insula                                              13      R      42           6         2     4.63   37
      Risky-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses                                                          
          Postcentral gyrus                                   2       L      −28          −42       58    55     4.21
          Rolandic operculum                                  48      R      52           6         0     155    5.88
                                                              48      R      60           −6        14    64     4.71
          Insula                                              13      L      −26          22        8     99     5.01
                                                              13      L      −36          6         2     14     3.99
          Superior temporal lobe                              42      R      64           −30       20    31     5.63
                                                              22      L      −60          −10       6     17     4.06
                                                              41      L      −50          −40       22    22     4.03
                                                              44/22   L      −58          −44       16    15     3.88
          Supramarginal gyrus                                 48      L      −54          −32       30    11     3.89
          Superior parietal lobe                              7       R      28           −64       54    11     4.13
          Calcarine                                           17      L      −12          −58       10    28     4.15
          Cuneus                                              23/17   L      −8           −68       26    15     4.12
                                                              18      R      16           −70       28    176    5.73
          Thalamus                                                    L      −14          −20       0     216    5.39
  Males \> females                                                                                               
      Risky-then-risky versus safe responses                  ---     ---    ---          ---       ---   ---    ---
      Punished-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses    ---     ---    ---          ---       ---   ---    ---
      Punished-then-risky versus risky-then-risky responses   ---     ---    ---          ---       ---   ---    ---
      Risky-then-risky versus safe responses                                                                     
          Parahippocampal gyrus                               30      R      26           −26       −26   19     5.27
      Risky-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses       ---     ---    ---          ---       ---   ---    ---

Note: There were 5 contrasts set in accordance with the responses before or after the feedback. Extended cluster = 10 voxels. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere; *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.

![Whole-brain analysis showing stronger brain activation in the female participants than in the male participants on a) punished-then-risky versus safe responses; b) punished-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses; c) punished-then-risky versus risky-then-risky responses; d) risky-then-risky versus safe responses; and e) risky-then-risky versus safe-then-risky responses at a voxel-wise intensity threshold of *P* \< 0.001 corrected at a cluster level of 10 voxels. L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere; *x*, *y*, *z* in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.](cercorbhn172f07_4c){#fig7}

### Correlational Analysis

Significant correlations were found between the rate of risky responses and the percent signal change in the OFC region for the female participants ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). They were negatively correlated in the punished-then-risky responses (*r*~s~ = −0.678, *P* = 0.045) but positively correlated in the risky-then-risky responses (*r*~s~ = 0.803, *P* = 0.009). However, no significant correlations were found for the male participants (*r*~s~ = 0.420, *P* = 0.174, and *r*~s~ = −0.189, *P* = 0.557, respectively). In the left insula, we found a significant and positive correlation only for the risky-then-risky response (*r*~s~ = 0.740, *P* = 0.023), but this was not observed for the male participants (*r*~s~ = −0.315, *P* = 0.319) ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

![Scatter plot between the rate of risky responses after receiving punishment feedback (i.e., punished-then-risky response) and its percent signal change in the right OFC.](cercorbhn172f08_lw){#fig8}

![Scatter plot between the rate of risky responses after making a risky response (i.e., risky-then-risky response) and its percent signal change in the left insula.](cercorbhn172f09_lw){#fig9}

Discussion
==========

Consistent with our a priori prediction, sex was associated with differential patterns of neural activity during the risk-taking process. Stronger BOLD responses were observed in the right insula and bilateral OFC for the female participants than for the male participants when making a risky response. Among the female participants, the rate of risky responses was related to the strength of the neural activity in the insula when risky choices were made subsequent to risky responses (i.e., risky-then-risky response). The female participants also showed stronger neural activity than their male counterparts in the precentral, paracentral, and postcentral areas when receiving punishment feedback. Only among the female participants did we observe a correlation of OFC activity with the rate of risky responses: the neural activity of the right OFC correlated negatively with the rate of making risky choices after receiving punishment feedback (i.e., punished-then-risky response) and positively with the rate of making risky responses but after selecting a risky response (i.e., risky-then-risky response). The 2 main findings revealed in this study are, first, that there is a strong sex-related influence modulating the neural activities when performing the risk-taking task; and, second, that the insula and the OFC possibly have differential roles in updating and valuating the options involved in risk-taking actions. Although risk-taking behavior is strongly associated with measures of sensation seeking and impulsivity ([@bib31]), it is unlikely that the present findings are confounded by the risk-seeking tendencies of the participants because both the male and female participants were matched in terms of their impulsivity scores and exhibited similar rates of risk-taking behavior during the in-scanner experiment.

Valuation of Actions in the Risky-Gains Task
--------------------------------------------

Valuation of actions is one of the 5 processes of the value-based decision-making model proposed by [@bib45]. Valuation of actions is the process by which values are assigned to different possible actions in accordance with the rewards and the costs, or "prospects," associated with an action as perceived by the individual ([@bib27]; [@bib37]). Within the valuation process, a goal-directed system is among the 3 systems involved in assigning a value to an action (the other 2 are the Pavlovian and Habitual systems; see [@bib45]). Previous research has suggested that activity in the OFC is an important neural substrate of the goal-directed system ([@bib51]). Specifically, the OFC plays a significant role in assigning the goal and decision values ([@bib23]) and in positive outcome evaluation ([@bib7]).

In the Risky-Gains task used in this study, making a safe response (+20) could be a habitual response that did not seem to involve much updating and valuating of the value associated with the choice of response. In contrast, making a safe-then-risky response required the participant to value the action of adhering to a habitual response against the prospect of gaining higher scores (+40/+80), whereas making a risky-then-risky response required the updating of reward feedback gained from the +40 response and valuating the prospect of gaining even higher scores (+80). It was expected that the participants would exhibit an emotional reaction on receiving punishment feedback after making a risky response (−40/−80 trials). Hence, making a punished-then-risky response would require updating the emotional reaction associated with the punishment and at the same time valuating the prospect of gaining higher scores.

Making Safe and Risky Responses
-------------------------------

The female participants showed stronger neural activations than the male participants in the right insula and the bilateral OFC when making risky responses. Risk-taking decision-making involves resisting the habitual selection of a safe response (+20 trials) in order to achieve a higher score. Our findings regarding the involvement of the right insula in risk-taking behaviors are consistent with other studies on risk-taking processes (e.g., [@bib18]; [@bib28]) and decisions of higher versus lower risks (e.g., [@bib43]). The insula has been previously found to play an important role in risk estimation ([@bib49]). Thus, activity in the insula observed in this study may be associated with the anticipation of making a risky response. In other words, the insula may mediate the anticipation of punishment or loss rather than the actual emotional consequences of being punished. Indeed, in studies of emotion processing, activity in the insula was observed to be associated with anticipating the presentation of aversive visual images ([@bib50]; [@bib44]), making judgments about different emotional stimuli ([@bib20]), processing fearful faces ([@bib35]), and being aware of threats and internal states of the body ([@bib12]; [@bib13]). Because the male and female groups were matched in terms of their rates of response selection, the stronger right insula activation observed in women than men may suggest that more neural activity is involved in risk estimation in women than men. This process would probably involve the anticipation of potential aversive outcomes associated with selecting a risky choice.

The OFC is known for its role in decision-making, especially when the outcome of a decision is uncertain (e.g., [@bib4]; [@bib39]). Recent studies have further demonstrated that the OFC is involved in reward-related decision making ([@bib5]; [@bib16]; [@bib38]; [@bib43]; [@bib47]; [@bib10]; [@bib19]). Our findings regarding the stronger activation in the OFC for the female participants than for the male participants suggest that women need to partake in a higher degree of mental consideration before making a risky response.

The intensity of the left and right insula activities was found to correlate positively with the rate of making risky responses among the female participants but not among the male participants. This observation is inconsistent with the findings of Paulus et al.'s (2003) study, which revealed a nonsignificant correlation with sex. We argue this might be due to the methodological discrepancies between the 2 studies. For example, in Paulus et al.'s study, the participants' personality traits were found to correlate with the percent signal change in the insula, whereas in this study we attempted to control some of the personality traits, for instance, impulsiveness, when studying this sex effect.

Reward/Punishment Feedback and Making Subsequent Risk Responses
---------------------------------------------------------------

When the participants received punishment feedback after making a risky response, stronger activation was observed in the inferior frontal gyrus as well as in the precentral and postcentral regions for the female participants than for the male participants. This stronger activation suggests that the female participants were more reactive to being punished. This responsiveness may arise because the female participants are more mentally alert than the male participants when updating and valuating their subsequent actions during the task. When the participants made a risky response subsequent to being punished, stronger and more extensive neural activities were observed among the female participants than among the male participants in the superior frontal gyrus; the precentral gyrus; the superior, middle, and inferior temporal lobes; and the calcarine regions. This pattern of neural activation appears to be associated with decision making in situations of uncertainty ([@bib42]). The stronger activation among the female participants in the right insula and the superior temporal may mediate the decision to resist making a habitual response (i.e., a safe response) and instead make a risky response ([@bib41]). In other words, after receiving the punishment feedback, the female participants may hesitate more before making a subsequent risky response than the male participants.

The contrast between risky-then-risky and safe responses sheds light on the neural processes associated with risk taking after receiving reward feedback. The female participants showed stronger activity than their male counterpart in the right insula and the middle frontal gyrus. Previous reports have suggested that the association between activity in the insula and anticipation of negative emotions as we have previously discussed (e.g., [@bib50]; [@bib44]). Hence, when deciding to make a risky response (40/80) after a previous risky response (40/80), the female participants might anticipate a negative outcome (the possibility of losing points), and such information would then be incorporated into the valuation of subsequent actions in making the risky response ([@bib12], [@bib13]). In contrast, the male participants showed stronger activity in the right parahippocampal gyrus than did the female participants. [@bib24] proposed that right parahippocampal activity is associated with encoding activity during the process of decision making. Following this line of thoughts, it is likely that the male participants, relative to their female counterparts, were more active in encoding the positive experience from the reward feedback. The encoded positive experience may render men than women more ready for committing to subsequent risk-taking behaviors.

In this study, we observed some moderate relationships between the rate of making risky responses after receiving punishment or reward feedback, and the activities of the right OFC only for the female participants, suggesting that there may be a sex-related difference in the role played by the OFC in valuation of action options and subsequently in the regulation of the responses to be made based on the updated information. It is noteworthy that in female participants, the OFC appeared to play differential roles when punishment feedback was received versus when reward feedback was received. There was a negative relationship between the OFC activity and the rate of risky responses after receiving reward feedback (i.e., risky-then-risky response), and a positive relationship between the OFC activity and the rate of risky response after receiving punishment feedback (i.e., punished-then-risky response).

Sex-Related Differences in Risk Taking
--------------------------------------

According to the literature on the evolution of gender differences in risk taking, risk averse psychological mechanisms are better developed in the female sex and risk prone behaviors are better developed in the male sex ([@bib26]; [@bib34]; [@bib21]). This accords with the sexual selection theory ([@bib14]; [@bib1]). Findings of this study may provide a neuroscientific perspective of understanding the proposed sex-related difference in risk-taking attitude. In the process of risk-taking decision making, when knowledge of the risk parameters is incomplete, such as when the participants in this study had no knowledge of the probability of the outcomes of the trials on the Risky-Gains task, ambiguity is created. The parameter of such ambiguity needs to be encoded in the brain during the process of value assignment, via activity in brain regions such as the OFC and insula, to modulate the goal-directed system. The outcome of this is a modification of values assigned to actions in the ambiguous situation that would lead the individual to show an aversion to choices that are ambiguous ([@bib9]). The stronger OFC and insula activities in women than in men may reflect the sensitivity of women to situations of ambiguity. This sensitivity may activate neural resources to understand the parameters of the ambiguity (OFC and insula activities) and the outcome of previous actions (OFC activity) in order to modulate value assignment so as to make a beneficial decision. Also, this sensitivity to ambiguity could make women more risk averse than men.

If sex-related differences in risk-taking attitude are at least partly imprinted during human evolution, one should expect corresponding sex-related genotypical and hence phenotypical differences. Indeed, [@bib22] have found sex differences in the frontal brain volumes of healthy adults: women were found to have larger OFCs than men, which meant there was a highly significant difference in the ratio of orbital gray to amygdala volume. The observed sex-related difference in neural activity of the OFC during risk taking may relate to the underlying sex differences in the neuroanatomy of the neural substrates in the prefrontal cortex. Furthermore, neural mechanisms may have evolved to allow for the development of a risk prone attitude in men and a risk averse attitude in women when facing risky situations. Thus, stronger activity in the OFC and the insula in women during risk taking, which are required for ambiguity encoding, outcome updating, and value assignment, may have a genetic basis. Whether this is the case remains unverified, but it is worth examining because it would have significant implications for interventions for disorders relating to maladaptive risk-taking behaviors such as pathological gambling.

In summary, the findings of stronger activities in the OFC and insula during risk taking in females, relative to males, clearly indicates that sex could be a significant modulator of the goal-directed valuation system in situations of ambiguity. The differential influence of sex on the other valuation systems in the value-based decision-making model ([@bib45]), namely the Pavlovian and Habitual valuation systems, remains unclear and awaits future investigation.

Limitations
-----------

Although we controlled for the impulsive tendencies of the participants in order to depict a clearer picture of the sex differences in neural activity during risk taking, the study still has some limitations worth noting. First, although we controlled for impulsiveness, we did not do so for other personality traits that may have impacted the observed sex effect. Second, due to resource constraint, physiological information such as the menstrual phase of the female participants, which might have affected the results, was not collected. Third, the male and female groups in this study might have differed in their social and cultural backgrounds. These factors may have influenced their risk-taking behavior as well as their brain activation. Hence, future studies should consider including more cohorts for a better delineation of the relationship between sex and the changes in neural activity associated with risk taking.

Conclusion
==========

This study has extended previous research on risk-taking behaviors by examining sex effects on the neural activity associated with risky decision making. The findings clearly support the speculation that sex-related differences exist in the neural activity associated with risk taking. Men and women do call upon very different neural processes and mental resources even when their behavioral outcomes are comparable.
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